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“Where there is no vision, the people will perish.”

A Message from 
County Commissioner Sidney Chism

District 3, Position 2

WE SALUTE those African American educators who nurture
minds for the present and future.

WE SALUTE our Historical Black Colleges and Universities which
stepped forward first to pave the way to create:

Our teachers
Our leaders
Our entrepreneurs
Our citizens
for the sake of progress!
for the sake of freedom!

DETOUR to the Lift Every Voice and Sing” 
video on the Black History lane

on the Black Information Highway at 

 

Books of interest for Black History Month and beyond

 

 Jesse Holland

“Lines Were Drawn:
Remembering Court-Ordered
Integration at a Mississippi
High School” by Teena F.
Horn (Editor), Alan Huffman
(Editor), and  John Griffin
Jones (Editor); preface by  is
now available at Square Books
in Oxford, Mississippi and
other retail outlets. It is pub-
lished by University Press of
Mississippi.
For more information, detour

to Squarebooks.com

OXFORD, MS - Author Jesse J.
Holland will be at Square
Books, located in Oxford,
Mississippi for a book signing
on February 25. For more infor-
mation, visit www.square-
books.com   

THE INVISIBLES: Slavery
Inside The White House and
How It Helped Shape America is
the first book to tell the story of
the executive mansion's most
unexpected residents, the
African American slaves who
lived with the U.S. presidents
who owned them. Interest in
African Americans and the
White House are at an all-time
high due to the historic presiden-
cy of Barack Obama, and the
soon-to-be-opened Smithsonian
National Museum of African
American Culture and History.
The Invisibles chronicles the
African American presence

The dominant narrative of the
role of white citizens and the
white church in Mississippi's
civil rights era focuses on their
intense resistance to change. The
"Born of Conviction" statement,
signed by twenty-eight white
Methodist pastors and published
in the Mississippi Methodist
Advocate on January 2, 1963,
offered an alternative witness to
the segregationist party line.
Calling for freedom of the pulpit
and reminding readers of the
Methodist Discipline's claim
that the teachings of Jesus per-
mit "no discrimination because
of race, color, or creed," the pas-
tors sought to speak to and for a
mostly silent yet significant
minority of Mississippians, and
to lead white Methodists to join
the conversation on the need for
racial justice. 
Joseph Reiff, author of   BORN

OF CONVICTION: White
Methodists and Mississippi's
Closed Society, will be at Square
Books in Oxford, Mississippi on 
February 19, 2016  at  5:00pm to
discuss this pre-Civil Rights
work at a book signing.

The document additionally
expressed support for public
schools and opposition to any
attempt to close them, and
affirmed the signers' opposition
to Communism. Though a few
individuals, both laity and cler-
gy, voiced public affirmation of
"Born of Conviction," the over-
whelming reaction was nega-
tive-by mid-1964, eighteen of
the signers had left Mississippi,
evidence of the challenges faced
by whites who offered even mild
dissent to massive resistance in
the Deep South.
Dominant narratives, however,

rarely tell the whole story. The
statement caused a significant
crack in the public unanimity of
Mississippi white resistance.

‘The Invisibles: The Untold Story
of African American Slaves in the
White House’ is a must read!

inside the White House from its
beginnings in 1782 until 1862,
when President Abraham
Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation that granted slaves
their freedom. During these
years, slaves were the only
African Americans to whom the
most powerful men in the
United States were exposed on a
daily, and familiar, basis. By
reading about these often-inti-
mate relationships, readers will
better understand some of the
views that various presidents
held about class and race in
American society, and how these
slaves contributed not only to
the life and comforts of the pres-
idents they served, but to
America as a whole.

The Invisibles: The Untold
Story of African American
Slaves in the White House is
published by Lyons Press. For

more information, detour to  
jesse@jesseholland.com
Holland is  also the author of

Black Men Built the Capitol. He
is and a longtime Washington
correspondent for the Associated
Press, the world's largest news
organization. A regular guest on
CNN, NBC, Fox News, and
PBS, he speaks frequently on
African American and
Washington political topics. He
lives in Maryland. 

The Invisibles: Slavery
Inside The White House and
How It Helped Shape
America tells the story of
slaves and the U.S.presi-
dents who owned them.

Reiff’s ‘Born of Conviction’
explores white Methodists and
Mississippi’s Closed Society

Signers and their public support-
ers also received private mes-
sages of gratitude for their stand,
and eight of the signers would
remain in the Methodist ministry

in Mississippi until retirement.
Born of Conviction tells the
story of "the Twenty-Eight" illu-
minating the impact on the larg-
er culture of this attempt by
white clergy to support race rela-
tions change. The book explores
the theological and ethical
understandings of the signers
through an account of their
experiences before, during, and
after the statement's publication.
It also offers a detailed portrait
of both public and private
expressions of the theology and
ethics of white Mississippi
Methodists in general, as
revealed by their responses to
the "Born of Conviction" con-
troversy.

Born of Conviction: White
Methodists and Mississippi's
Closed Society by Joseph T.
Reiff  is published by Oxford
University Press, USA 

Joseph T. Reiff holds copy
of his historical work.

See feature on ground-breaking work on
slave-breeding in this edition!

 


